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Abstract
The dissociation energy (D0) of an isolated and cold molecular complex in the gas-phase
is a fundamental measure of the strength of the intermolecular interactions between its con-
stituent moieties. Accurate D0 values are important for the understanding of intermolecu-
lar bonding, for benchmarking high-level theoretical calculations and for the parametrization
of force-field models used in fields ranging from crystallography to biochemistry. We re-
view experimental and theoretical methods for determining gas-phase D0 values of MS com-
plexes, where M is a (hetero)aromatic molecule and S is a closed-shell “solvent” atom or
molecule. The experimental methods discussed involve M-centered (S0! S1) electronic exci-
tation, which is often followed by ionization to the M+S ion. The D0 is measured by deposit-
ing a defined amount of vibrational energy in the neutral ground state, giving M 6=S, the neutral
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S1 excited state, giving MS, or the M+S ion ground state. The experimental methods and
their relative advantages and disadvantages are discussed. Based on the electronic structure of
M and S, we classify the MS complexes as type I, II or III, and discuss characteristic prop-
erties of their respective potential-energy surfaces that affect or hinder the determination of
D0. Current theoretical approaches are reviewed, which comprise methods based on a Kohn–
Sham reference determinant as well as wave function-based methods based on coupled-cluster
theory.
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1 Introduction
Noncovalent interactions between molecules are pivotal for all chemical and biochemical pro-
cesses, because the mutual approach of two neutral molecules at distances significantly larger
than  4 Å is driven by intermolecular interactions that extend over medium- to long-range in-
termolecular distances. Noncovalent interactions are at the heart of molecular recognition,1 and
important areas of research like supramolecular chemistry, crystal engineering, biochemical signal
transduction or selective catalysis are governed by such processes. A quantitative understanding
of intermolecular interactions therefore serves as a basis for the understanding of these complex
fields.
The ground state dissociation energy D0 and well depth De are among the most important param-
eters characterizing intermolecular interactions and the associated intermolecular potential energy
surfaces (PESs). However, even today, accurate experimental gas-phase dissociation energies are
only known for a very limited number of dispersively bound molecular dimers and hetero-dimers
of chemical interest.2
Already in 1930, London identified three types of intermolecular interactions:3 (1) Electrostatic
interactions between two dipolar (or in general multipolar) molecules. (2) Inductive interactions
that arise when a dipolar (or quadrupolar) molecule induces a dipole or quadrupole moment in
a nearby molecule. Since the induced moments are always oriented in such a way as to give a
stabilizing interaction with the inducing molecule, inductive interactions are always binding. (3)
The dispersive interaction, which – in a semi-classical picture – arises from very rapid temporal
fluctuations of the electrons in the charge distribution around a closed-shell atom or molecule A
that induce dipolar (or higher multipolar) charge motions in a neighboring atom or molecule B,
and vice versa from B on A.
Non-covalently bonded systems are usually classified according to the dominating attractive inter-
actions in their minimum-energy region into hydrogen-bonded (H-bonded) and dispersion-bonded
(or van der Waals) (vdW) complexes. However, not all intermolecular complexes are covered by
this classification (such as NH3   Cl2), and demarcations between these groups are not always
8
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sharp. H-bonded complexes are dominated by electrostatic interactions between well-defined H-
donor and acceptor atoms. The potential minima are well defined with steep walls that are typically
separated by high interconversion barriers. In contrast, the potential minima of dispersion-bonded
complexes are shallower and less well separated, so experiments often need to consider a number
of isomers, and theory needs to characterize not only multiple minima but also the barriers between
them, as well as the zero-point vibrational energy (ZPVE) of the intermolecular vibrations. The
ZPVE can be larger than the barriers between the minima, leading to large-amplitude zero-point
motions. Second, for H-bonded complexes the electrostatic contribution to the interaction energy
usually converges with affordable computational efforts (i.e., MP2 at the complete basis set limit),
while the dispersion terms require higher order (e.g., CCSD(T)) calculations. Any uncertainties
introduced by approximative treatments of the dispersive contribution — be it by corrected density
functionals (DFT-D) or by adding D(CCSD(T)–MP2) correction values evaluated in small basis
sets — only affect a fraction of the total interaction energy of H-bonded systems, but a major part
in dispersion-bonded complexes. Third, the dissociation energy of dispersion-bonded complexes
is typically smaller than that of hydrogen-bonded dimers.
The research on non-covalently bonded gas-phase complexes has been summarized in several re-
views. Most reviews have focused on H-bonded systems.4–7 Exceptions are the reviews of Topp
(1993), who reports on structures and vibrational predissociation dynamics of complexes of small
molecules with chromophores such as perylene or 2,5-diphenylfuran determined by fluorescence
spectroscopy,8 and Kendler and Haas (1997),9 discussing the binding energies of vdW complexes
with Ar. In 2015, Hobza and co-workers published a thorough comparison study between theo-
retical and experimental dissociation energies of 11 hydrogen bonded and 11 dispersive bonded
complexes, finding an average agreement of 6%.10
Below, we review experimental and theoretical approaches to determining the dissociation energies
of dispersion-bonded MS complexes that consist of an aromatic chromophore, denoted M, and a
”solvent” atom or molecule, denoted S. When comparing calculated and experimental interactions,
it is important to note the (subtle) differences between various definitions of the energies. These
9
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definitions are illustrated in Figure 2 and the particular energies are the following:
(1) The intermolecular interaction energy DE(Rmin,inter+intra), which corresponds to the energy dif-
ference between the fully optimized complex (or dimer) and the M and S monomers in the struc-
tures that they adopt in the complex. This energy contribution is also referred to as two-body
energy DE2. This energy does not include the deformation energy DEdef of the monomers, which
comprises the energy differences between the monomers in their isolated, relaxed geometries and
their structures in the dimer. The latter contribution is necessarily positive and is also denoted the
one-body energy DE1. Furthermore, the interaction energy does not take into account the ZPVE
of the complex, nor the changes of the monomer ZPVEs upon dimerization. Although the inter-
action energy is not experimentally accessible, it is valuable, since it is a direct measure of the
stabilization arising from the interaction of the M and S wave functions. A further decomposition
of the interaction energy into electrostatic, dispersive, inductive and repulsive exchange interac-
tions can be performed by symmetry-adapted perturbation-theory (SAPT). Here the MS geometry
is first fully optimized using a long-range corrected DFT method or correlated quantum-chemical
method. The SAPT interaction energy DESAPT and its contributions are calculated at this geometry
using a high-quality perturbation-theoretical method. Note that DESAPT needs to be corrected by
the monomer deformation energies and the ZPVE of the complex and monomers in order to be
comparable with experiment.
(2) The intermolecular electronic binding energy De(Rmin,inter+intra), which is evaluated relative to
the energies of M and S in their optimized monomer structures, De =  DE1 DE2. Note that
De(Rmin,inter+intra) is smaller in magnitude than DE(Rmin,inter+intra) since it contains the (always pos-
itive) deformation energy Edef. For weakly bound dimers, the deformation of M and S may be
negligible, leading to deformation energies < 0:5 kJ/mol, but Edef increases for larger De values.
For example, Edef values of more than 10% of De have been reported for H-bonded nucleobase
dimers.11 Because De(Rmin,inter+intra) does not contain any ZPVE contributions, it usually overes-
timates the intermolecular interaction strength (cf. Figure 2) and is also not directly measurable.
However, it corresponds to the minimum of the 3N 6-dimensional PES of the complex.
10
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(3) The intermolecular dissociation energyD0(Rmin,inter+intra). Here the vibrational zero-point ener-
gies of all the intramolecular and intermolecular vibrations of the complex,
ZPVEtot(Rmin,inter+intra), as well as the ZPVE of M and S need to be calculated separately at the
respective geometries Rmin,inter+intra, Rmin,M and Rmin,S. The zero-point energy change DZPVE =
ZPVEtot ZPVEM ZPVES is subtracted from De to give the dissociation energy D0 of the com-
plex. In our view, this is the theoretical quantity that should be compared to experimental D0
values. Note that the ZPVE of MS contains the intermolecular ZPVE of the six intermolecular vi-
brational coordinates plus the change of the intramolecular 3NM 6 and 3NS 6 ZPVEs of the M
and S moieties. The latter are often a large (and unrecognized!) contribution to DZPVE, and may
outweigh the intermolecular ZPVE contribution. The change of intramolecular ZPVE is especially
important in H-bonded complexes, because the ZPVE of the X-H bond is large and in most cases
reduced by H-bond formation.
(4) The fixed-fragments interaction energy DE(Rmin,inter) for a complex or dimer that is geometry-
optimized with respect to its intermolecular but not its intramolecular coordinates. This amounts
to the hypothetical interaction energy between two non-deformed monomers in their respective
monomer geometries. DE(Rmin,inter) is mostly evaluated for the construction of intermolecular po-
tential energy surfaces. Even for small molecules, the large number of points needed to accurately
probe the full six-dimensional intermolecular fixed-fragments interaction-energy surface precludes
a geometry relaxation of the complex at every point.
2 Excitation and Ionization of MS Complexes: A Classifica-
tion
It is useful to divide MS complexes into the following three types, which depend on the electronic
structure of M and S:
11
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2.1 Type I Complexes
Neither M nor S possesses delocalized p-electrons. While this property excludes aromatic systems
– the focus group of this review – we include Type I complexes because the same experimental
techniques can be employed for the determination of their dissociation energies as for Type II and
III complexes discussed below. Some of the methodological advantages and drawbacks are better
documented for Type I complexes than for the other two groups.
Assuming that the adiabatic ionization energy (AIE) of M is lower than that of S, ionization typi-
cally occurs by removal of an electron from a non-bonding n-orbital (e.g., nN, nO, nS ) HOMO of
M, leaving a localized “hole” on the heteroatom. This leads to large geometry changes between
MS and M+S. In terms of vibronic spectroscopy, the Franck-Condon factors (squares of vibra-
tional overlap integrals) between the neutral and ionic ground states become very small. Experi-
mental schemes for determining D0 that rely on thermochemical cycles involving ionization and
the ion ground state D+0 , see Figure 3, can therefore be problematic. They are not recommended
for type-I and III complexes (see below).
2.2 Type II Complexes
Only M has delocalized p-electrons. The lowest excited singlet state S1, denoted M, is usually a
1pp excitation that lies in the visible or near-UV region. Solvent molecules S whose frontier or-
bitals are s - or non-bonding orbitals have high-lying (far-UV) electronic excitations corresponding
to s ! s, n! s or Rydberg excitations. For this reason, many common solvents S are trans-
parent down to  200 nm. In this case, the S0! S1 excitation of MS (MS) remains M-centered,
and since the p-electron system is delocalized, the electron density change at each atom is quite
small. Therefore, the MS geometry, vibrational frequencies and dissociation energy undergo small
changes upon 1pp excitation, as is schematically shown in Figure 4. With regard to ionization,
the electron is mainly removed from the p-HOMO of M if the AIE of M is lower than that of S, and
analogous considerations apply for the M+S ion ground state. In general, the electronic excitation
energies change only moderately when an aromatic M is complexed with a non-aromatic closed-
12
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shell S molecule. The small geometry changes ensure good overlaps between the initial and final
vibronic wave functions (i.e., large Franck-Condon factors) in excitation. This opens the door to
the investigation of the properties of MS and MS using the toolbox of visible/UV tunable laser
experiments that have been developed over the last forty years.
Care must however been taken when investigating the M+S state of such complexes when S is
not a noble gas atom: upon ionization, the charge on M+ leads to an additional charge-multipole
interaction with S (if S is polar or quadrupolar) and in every case to charge-induced multipole inter-
actions. These may lead to large geometry changes between the neutral and ion ground states. Well
known examples are the neutral complexes whose geometries are dominated by X-H  p nonclas-
sical hydrogen-bonding interactions, as in the MHF, MHCl, MH2O and Mmethanol complexes.
Upon ionization the charge on M+ renders the X-H  p hydrogen bond repulsive, the positive H
atom of the H-X bond is repelled and the stable ion ground state minimum has a completely dif-
ferent geometry. This creates several problems for the analysis: (1) The vertical ionization (i.e.,
at the neutral ground-state geometry) is highly efficient, but this can lead to energies close to or
above the dissociation energy D0 of the M+  S ion ground state, leading to direct dissociation or
vibrational predissociation (VP). (2) Even if vertical ionization leads to an energy below D0, it
may be difficult or impossible to experimentally access the ion ground state minimum (i.e., the
adiabatic ionization energy), so that the AIE(MS) cannot be measured. (3) Due to the larger D0
in the ion combined with the geometry change, the nascent M+ and S fragments arising from the
M+S dissociation may be vibrationally and rotationally hotter than those arising from dissociation
on the ground-state surface. It also takes longer for the internal energy in the ion ground state to
randomize before VP, giving rise to a wide distribution of time delays (1 10;000 ns) between the
ionization of MS and the instant of its decay.12 The dissociation threshold can then only be ob-
tained using unimolecular dissociation models for the kinetic energy release (KER). These involve
extensive theoretical modeling and calculations and are subject to uncertainties that are not small
and often hard to quantify.12
13
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2.3 Type III Complexes
Both M and S have delocalized p-electron systems. This interaction type occurs in many dimers
of chemical and biochemical interest (e.g., p-stacked aromatics, DNA bases, charge-transfer com-
plexes, etc.), which are therefore widely studied. Two common geometry types exist, denoted
T-shaped and p-stacked (with variations such as slipped-stacked). Since the AIEs of M and S are
closer together (or identical for self-dimers M2) than for type II complexes, the ionization must
be viewed as removal of electronic charge from the HOMOs of both M and S. The ion ground
state involves stabilizing charge-resonance contributions of the type M+ S$M S+, which are
strongest for symmetric self-dimers (MM)+.13 Charge-resonance stabilization also remains im-
portant in heterodimer ions. The most stable ionic geometry is typically a p-stacked structure
which maximizes the charge-resonance interactions. If the neutral structure is T-shaped, the geom-
etry changes completely upon ionization; if the neutral is p-stacked, the MS interplanar distance
contracts strongly upon ionization. In both cases the large differences between the neutral and
ionic geometries result in small Franck-Condon factors in ionization. These considerations show
that considerable problems arise when trying to determine the experimental dissociation energies
of type I and III complexes using ionizative methods.
The review is organized as followed: In Section 3 we review and describe experimental techniques
for determining ground state dissociation energies D0(S0) of MS van der Waals complexes. Sec-
tion 4 summarizes the challenges of a quantum chemical calculation of dissociation energies. In
Section 5 we present prominent examples of experimentally and theoretically assessed dissociation
energies of vdW complexes.
14
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3 Experimental Techniques for the Determination of Dissocia-
tion Energies of Dispersion-dominated Dimers
There has been work on the measurement of MS dissociation energies, D0(MS), since the in-
vention of supersonic-jet spectroscopy. This involves (1) producing the MS complexes in the
supersonic-jet expansion, (2) cooling them to their lowest (v00 = 0) vibrational level, and (3) per-
forming different types of vibronic spectroscopic and/or photoionization measurements. One-step
photoionization techniques typically involve a vacuum-ultraviolet (VUV) laser, a VUV lamp or
a synchrotron light source (the latter two being monochromatized with a VUV monochromator),
generating light in the 7 – 12 eV range. The two-step measurements typically involve two tun-
able UV lasers, where the first laser resonantly excites the M moiety of MS and the second laser
photoionizes the excited MS complex. By suitably combining vibronic or vibrational excitation
frequencies and photoionization thresholds of M, S and MS and applying thermochemical cycles,
as shown in Figure 5, the dissociation energies D0(M+S) and D0(MX) can be determined. Alter-
natively, vibrationally excited MS complexes, denoted M 6=S, can be populated via infrared (IR)
absorption, by stimulated Raman pumping or by vibronic pump-and-dump (stimulated-emission-
pumping = SEP) techniques. These methods allow to directly determine D0(MX) without passing
through the ion ground state.
3.1 Dispersed Fluorescence Methods (DIS)
This method was pioneered by Levy and co-workers in the early 1980s to determine the dissoci-
ation energies of I2X (X= Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe) vdW complexes.14 A series of dispersed fluorescence
spectra of the I2X complex are recorded while exciting the X˜ ! B˜ electronic origin (000) band of
the I2 moiety to increasing vibrational quantum number v0 of the B˜ excited state. If the energy of
the B˜;v0 level exceeds the dissociation energy D00(B˜), the I

2X complex undergoes excited state VP,
i.e., I2X! I2 + X. If the VP rate exceeds the luminescence rate of the B˜ state, the emission from
bare I2 is observed which can be spectrally discriminated from that of I

2X. The lowest vibronic
15
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level v0 of I2X that predissociates to bare I2 provides an upper limit of D00. A corresponding up-
per limit to the ground-state dissociation energy D000 is obtained from D
0
0 from the spectral shift
dn = D00 D000 of the 000 band origins of I2 and of I2X. A schematic illustration of the method is
given in Figure 6.
This method has been extended to MX complexes such as s-tetrazineAr, bracketing D0 between
3:0 4:3 kJ/mol).15 An important limit to the DIS method is the existence of excited states above
the dissociation limit with lifetimes larger than the experimental time-frame, as it has been ob-
served for example for the benzeneargon complex.16
The method requires the emission of MS to differ sufficiently from that of M, such that the
two spectra can be unambiguously separated. Note that emission from the highly excited complex
can be shifted to the same region as that of the monomer dissociation product, which can lead to
dissociation being incorrectly deduced as having occurred.17 For larger systems or for complexes
with large dissociation energies, the spectra of bothM andMS becomemore complicated, which
often leads to overlapping emission spectra. To overcome this limitation, a two-laser scheme
has been introduced by Wittmeyer and Topp18 in which the first laser vibronically excites the
investigated complex. If enough energy for VP in the excited state is deposited into the complex,
the formation of vibrationally excited M 6= ground state fragments is expected. These hot fragments
are probed by a second laser which is tuned to a hot band and fired  100 ns after the excitation
laser.18
3.2 Two-color Appearance Energies and Ion Breakdown Measurements
This technique involves pumping the S0! S1 000 band of MS, after which the photoionization effi-
ciency (PIE) curve of the excited MS state is recorded up to energies that are high enough for VP
to occur in the M+S ion ground state. At the VP threshold the M+S ion signal disappears and the
signal of the daughter M+ ion appears; both ion signals are simultaneously monitored. A schematic
illustration is given in Figure 7. Since ionization produces both M+S ions and photoelectrons and
the energy carried away by the photoelectron is notmeasured in appearance energy measurements,
16
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this unknown partition of energy between M+, S and the electron leads to a considerable indeter-
minacy. In practice, the VP thresholds in both the M+S and M+ ion signals are often unclear, and
both are extrapolated to the same VP threshold. Since 2007, Mikami and co-workers have applied
this technique to determine the D0(M+S) of CH  p bonded complexes such as benzeneethene,
benzeneacetylene, benzeneCH2Cl2 and benzeneCHCl3.19–23
To discern between stable and metastable M+S ions, Neusser and co-workers have developed a
method to determine the appearance energies of M+ ions, using a reflectron time-of-flight mass
spectrometer (RETOF).24 The metastable ions that decay in the drift-region of the RETOF have
a different kinetic energy than the stable ions. The voltages of the reflector are now adjusted in
a way that the flight times of the ions are not corrected for the differences in kinetic energy. M+
daughter ions produced by VP in the drift tube appear between the peaks of the stable ions. The
appearance energy is determined from the breakdown of the metastable ion signals upon reducing
the ionization energy. Breakdown measurements (BM) have been used to determine the dissocia-
tion energy of the benzene dimer24 as well as the homo- and heterodimers of benzene, toluene and
para-difluorobenzenes.25
3.3 MATI-based Dissociation Energy Measurements of MS Ions
The mass-analyzed threshold ionization (MATI) method is a photoionization mass-spectrometric
technique that allows to accurately measure the excess vibrational energy Eexc that is deposited in
the ground state of a molecular ion M+. This is done by tuning the photoionization light source
(laser or VUV photon source) and simultaneously measuring the production of the photoions that
are produced simultaneously to threshold (or zero-kinetic energy=ZEKE) photoelectrons. In the
MATI technique only the ions are recorded. In a more evolved (but less sensitive) variant, the
threshold photoelectrons and photoions are recorded in coincidence (TPEPICO). When measuring
ions coincidentally with ZEKE photoelectrons, the vibrational energy Eexc of the M+S ion is given
by the photon energy minus the adiabatic ionization energy (AIE) of M, AIE(M), see Figure 5.
Neusser and coworkers pioneered an application of MATI for measuring the dissociation energy
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D0(M+S), by measuring (1) the AIE of MS and (2) the dissociation threshold of the M+S ion
ground state, D0(M+S).26–29
The ionization frequency is increased, thereby depositing increasing vibrational energy in the M+-
centered vibrational ladder of the M+S ion. At (or closely above) the dissociation threshold of
M+S, the M+S M++ S process leads to a breakoff of the M+S ion signal and — correlated
with the breakoff — the appearance of the M+ daughter ion signal; both mother and daughter
ions are simultaneously monitored in the mass spectrometer. Since MATI selects for those ions
that appear together with ZEKE (near-threshold) photoelectrons, the breakoff energy/appearance
energy is much better defined than in the appearance energy measurements (Section 3.2).
Combining D0(M+S) with the separately measured adiabatic ionization energies AIE(M+) and
AIE(M+ S) yields the dissociation energy D0(MS) via the thermochemical cycle shown in Fig-
ure 5.6,26,27,30,31 Alternatively, the neutralD0(MS) can be determined by subtracting AIE(M) from
AE(M+), see also Figure 5.32 Neusser and co-workers have also determined dissociation energies
of hydrogen-bonded and p-hydrogen bonded complexes of aromatic molecules with an accuracy
of 0:1 0:6 kJ/mol.6,29,33
3.4 Velocity Map Imaging (VMI)
Since 2000, the groups of Lawrance16,17,34,35 and Becucci36 have applied the velocity map imaging
(VMI) technique to determine the D0 values of aromatic MS complexes and self-dimers M2. VMI
is an enhanced resolution variant of ion imaging, for a detailed description, see ref. 16. The VMI
technique is also discussed in Section 5.1.2 in the context of dissociation energy determination of
H-bonded dimers (type I complexes).
The MS dissociation energy is measured (a) in the S1 state or (b) in the ion ground state. VMI
schemes of both variants (a,b) are shown in Figure 8. In Figure 8(a), the MS complex is excited
into an S1 state vibronic level that lies slightly above D0(S1), leading to S1 state vibrational predis-
sociation MS!M + S. The excited chromophore M is then ionized by a second laser. In case
(b), the excitation laser pumps MS into the v0 = 0 level of S1. The ionization laser is tuned to an
18
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energy above D0 of the M+S ion ground state, leading to VP in the ion ground state, M+S!M+
+ S. In both cases, the translational recoil energy of the M+ fragment is recorded using VMI. The
sharing of the translational recoil energy between the detected M+ and non-detected S fragments is
taken into account. However, the rotational energy deposited in the M and S fragments is not taken
into account (for S = X = Ar, Kr there is no rotational energy). The maximum translational energy
Etrans(max) measured by VMI is assumed to be the excess energy Eexcess that is deposited into the
complex by the dissociation laser. The dissociation energy of the investigated state corresponds to
D0 = Evib Etrans(max).16 From the spectral shift of the S0! S1 000 band (for a) or the AIE (for b)
the ground-state dissociation energy D0(S0) is obtained via thermochemical cycles. The Lawrance
group has studied para-difluorobenzene (p-DFB) with solvents X = Ar, Kr and H2O.16,17,34,35 Be-
cucci and co-workers have applied VMI to the anisole dimer.36 (Anisole)2 is a type-III complex
which is expected to undergo large geometry changes after S0! S1 excitation; indeed the D0 mea-
sured by VMI36 has recently been questioned and revised, based on calculations.37 In ref. 37, the
possible existence of a low-lying excited state of the dimer ion is discussed, which could act as a
sink for the internal energy. The discrepancy between the D0 values reported in refs. 36 and 37
might be related to the existence of different dissociation channels, where the favored channel does
not produce the ion fragment in its ground state. As Tables 1 and 2 show, the VMI method has so
far delivered very accurate dissociation energies, with errors in the range of 0.04 – 0.1 kJ/mol.
3.5 Stimulated Emission Pumping/Resonant Two-photon Ionization (SEP-
R2PI)
Starting in 1994, the Leutwyler group developed the stimulated-emission pumping/resonant two-
photon ionization (SEP-R2PI) method for measuring ground-state D0 values of type II MS com-
plexes.38–41 Similar to the ionization-based appearance potential, ion breakdown, MATI and VMI
methods described in Sections 3.2 – 3.4, the method is based on the detection of the M+S ion
and is mass- (and isotope-) specific. In contrast to the other ionization-based methods, the SEP-
R2PI method involves excitation of S0 state vibrational levels followed by VP on the ground-state
19
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potential-energy surface. This avoids the problems that arise from large geometry changes of MS
between the S0 and lowest ion states.
The SEP-R2PI method involves vibronic pump and “dump” steps S0! S1! S 6=0 akin to stimulated-
emission pumping (SEP),42 which produces vibrationally excited ground-state M 6=S, followed by
detection of either vibrationally excited M 6=S or the M fragment, using one-color resonant-two-
photon ionization (1C-R2PI). The detection occurs after a time delay Dt that is long enough for
M 6=S to undergo intramolecular vibrational redistribution and VP (Dt = 0:1  10 ms).39–41 The
pump, dump and probe steps are induced by three independently tunable UV lasers, as shown in
Figure 4. Laser (1) pumps the jet-cooled MS at the S0 ! S1 electronic origin; laser (1) also ion-
izes a small fraction of the excited molecules, see Figure 3, providing a convenient monitor signal.
Laser (2) stimulates “dump” transitions from the S1;v0 = 0 state back down to a vibrationally ex-
cited v00 > 0 level of the S0 state. Because of the high density of the M-S intermolecular vibrations,
rapid coupling among the vibrations ensues, leading to intramolecular vibrational energy redistri-
bution (IVR, wiggly arrows in Figure 4). If laser (2) dumps population into vibrational levels lying
above D0(S0), see arrow (2’) in Figure 4, the metastable M 6=S complex undergoes VP. After a de-
lay of up to 10 ms, which allows VP to go to completion, the presence or absence of vibrationally
excited S 6=0 state complexes is probed by laser (3).
In origin-probed dump spectroscopy, both the pump laser (1) and probe laser (3’) are tuned to the
000 band of the MS complex. Scanning the dump frequency (2) yields a signal decrease at every
resonant dump transition to the S0 state, irrespective of whether the ground-state vibrational level
is above or below D0(S0). (ii) In hot-band probed dump spectroscopy the probe laser (3) is tuned
away from the 000 band to hot-band or sequence-band regions, thereby only probing vibrationally
hot levels. A signal increase occurs at every resonant dump transition to the S0 state, until vibra-
tional levels v00 are reached that lie above D0(S0); at this energy the MS complex vibrationally
predissociates and no more bands are observed.
D0(S0) is thereby bracketed between the highest vibrational level observed in the hot-band-probed
dump spectrum (lower limit of D0) and the lowest-frequency vibration that appears in the origin-
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probed but not in the hot-band-probed dump spectrum (upper limit of D0). When taking into
account the frequency shift d n˜ of the S0 ! S1 origin of MS relative to that of M, the D0(S1) is
obtained from D0(S1) = D0(S0) – d n˜ .38–41,43
The SEP-R2PI method has been applied to dispersively bound MS complexes,39,43 to complexes
involving nonclassical OH  p hydrogen bonds, to aromatic and aliphatic acceptors,41,44 and to
classically H-bonded complexes.40,41 The dissociation energies D0(S0) of 10 complexes have been
determined with a relative accuracy of  1%,38–41,43,44 and are given in Table 3.
4 QuantumChemical Challenges for Calculating Dispersive In-
teractions
In the current issue of this journal on noncovalent interactions, a number of articles provide reviews
of quantum chemical methods, computations, and benchmarks. Examples of earlier reviews are
found in Refs. 45 and 46. In the present chapter, we will briefly discuss and illustrate some of the
methods currently in use, thereby putting emphasis on how these methods could advantageously
employ explicitly-correlated wave functions (Slater-type geminals, F12 methods). Such geminal
wave functions can not only be employed in coupled-cluster theory but, for example, also within
the framework of density-functional theory (DFT) in conjunction with the random-phase approxi-
mation, in dispersion-corrected double-hybrid DFT, in spin-component-scaled (SCS) methods, or
in symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (SAPT), as we will see below.
We will focus our discussion on noncovalent interactions between molecules in closed-shell singlet
ground states. Many of the methods discussed in this chapter can be applied to open-shell systems
as well, but concerning the corresponding computational challenges, we refer to the recent work
by Bozkaya and co-workers47,48 on orbital-optimized perturbation theory. See also Refs. 49 and
50. Approaches to dimers in excited states (excimers) will be briefly mentioned, but explicitly-
correlated wave functions are not yet being widely employed for calculations on excited states (for
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example in the framework of explicitly-correlated linear-response coupled-cluster theory).51–54
Wewill be very short on semiempirical and quantumMonte Carlo methods, because these methods
are being comprehensively reviewed elsewhere in this issue. Finally, we note that it is possible to
distinguish between methods that are true first-principles methods — the results of which can be
improved in a systematic manner — and between methods that are more empirical in nature, that
is, which contain fitted parameters (e.g., in functionals of DFT, in dispersion corrections, or in
form of scaling factors). Coupled-cluster methods certainly belong to the first category while for
example spin-component-scaled and DFT-based methods belong to the second category. Since the
computational demands of the two categories are often very different, it may be advantageous to
apply a combination of methods, for example by using a more empirical method for computations
of a global PES and high-level coupled-cluster computations at selected points on that surface.
4.1 Coupled-cluster Theory for Large Systems
Today, highly accurate computations of the bond energies of dispersion-dominated systems are
possible using approaches based on coupled-cluster theory, for example the coupled-cluster ap-
proach with iterative single and double substitutions (CCSD) augmented with noniterative, pertur-
bative triple substitutions, that is CCSD(T),55–57 or its variant known as quadratic configuration
interaction with singles, doubles, and noniterative triples, QCISD(T).55,57 With respect to compu-
tational details of these methods, we refer to the recent short reviews presented in Refs. 58 and
59, respectively. The CCSD(T) method — or alternatively, QCISD(T) — is known as the “gold
standard” for work on weakly bound, dispersion-dominated systems such as the benzene dimer and
related systems. Such systems are small enough to allow for large basis sets such as the augmented
correlation-consistent polarized valence triple-zeta basis (aug-cc-pVTZ)60,61 or larger.
The CCSD(T) approach can be applied to much larger (than the benzene dimer) hydrogen-bonded
and dispersion-dominated vdW complexes by means of composite and fragment-based methods.
For a recent review on such methods (of which there are numerous), see Ref. 62. Fragments can
be individual molecules (monomers) or parts thereof (e.g., localized orbitals), and computations
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are performed on the individual fragments, on pairs of fragments, on triples of fragments, and
so forth. Examples are the incremental scheme of Stoll,63–66 the cluster-in-molecule (CIM) ap-
proach of Li,67–69 the fragment molecular orbital (FMO) method of Kitaura,70–73 and the divide–
expand–consolidate (DEC) coupled-cluster method.74–76 Furthermore, fragment-based methods
can be combined with embedding techniques to yield embedded many-body expansions.77–79 In
2007, Friedrich, Hanrath, and Dolg reported a fully automated implementation of the incremental
scheme,80 which has since then been developed further to include explicitly-correlated coupled-
cluster computations.81–83
In 1983, the “localizability of dynamic electron correlation” was recognized by Pulay and ex-
ploited by means of using localized occupied Hartree–Fock orbitals in conjunction with a local
virtual space that consists of atomic orbitals projected against the occupied space and each other.84
This has led to the development of local coupled-cluster (LCC) methods,85–89 which can be ap-
plied to very large systems such as vdW complexes with large chromophores. LCC methods rely
on pair and domain approximations, and in particular the pair approximation has recently received
attention with respect to its application to long-range intermolecular interactions.90–92 The pair
approximation depends on the distance between localized occupied orbitals, and for weak inter-
molecular interactions, it is crucial to compute the more distant pairs (also) accurately.90–92 LCC
methods have been improved by introducing pair (or pseudo) natural orbitals (PNO) in conjunc-
tion with domain approximations.93–98 Some recent applications to large systems, including the
S66 test set,99,100 can be found in Refs. 101, 102, and 103. Also various explicitly-correlated vari-
ants of (PNO-based) local correlation methods have been implemented.101,104–108 In view of the
progress made in recent years, one is tempted to conclude that basically from today on, explicitly-
correlated — that is, near complete-basis-set limit — CCSD(T) calculations can be performed
with computational effort (computation time and other computer resources) that scales linearly
with the size of the molecular system. This would render more approximate and much less ac-
curate approaches redundant, except perhaps for optimizing the required equilibrium structures as
long as analytical nuclear gradients have not yet been implemented for the (explicitly-correlated)
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PNO-based LCC methods.
4.2 Explicitly-correlated Coupled-cluster Theory
Explicitly-correlated coupled-cluster methods can not only be applied in a standard manner (i.e,
with canonical Hartree–Fock orbitals) to rather small complexes such as the Libenzene com-
plex,109 but also to systems with ca. 20 atoms (with PNO-based local or incremental methods, the
systems can of course be much larger). For example, in very recent work focusing on N-H  p in-
teractions, CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ computations were performed for the imidazolebenzene (ImBz)
and pyrrolebenzene (PyBz) complexes, see Figure 9.110
In this work, the CCSD computations were performed in the large aug-cc-pVQZ basis (augmented
correlation-consistent polarized valence quadruple-zeta)60,61 in conjunction with explicitly-correlated
double excitations in the “(F12)” approximation111 (see Refs. 112, 113 and 114 for recent, com-
prehensive reviews of explicitly-correlated F12 wave functions with Slater-type geminals). This
level of theory is known as the CCSD(F12)/aug-cc-pVQZ approach, and corrections for nonitera-
tive, perturbative triple substitions were computed in the aug-cc-pVTZ basis. Following Ref. 115,
the latter were corrected for basis-set incompleteness by scaling the triples energy E(T) by the factor
x = EcorrMP2-F12=E
corr
MP2, where E
corr
MP2-F12 is the explicitly-correlated second-order Møller–Plesset cor-
relation energy and EcorrMP2 its conventional counterpart. Hence, the overall level of theory applied
in Ref. 110 was
ECCSD(F12)+(T*) = ECCSD(F12)/aug-cc-pVQZ+E(T*)/aug-cc-pVTZ; (1)
with
E(T*)/aug-cc-pVTZ = xE(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ; x= EcorrMP2-F12/aug-cc-pVQZ=E
corr
MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ : (2)
At this level of theory, the intermolecular electronic binding energies were determined to be De =
22:7 and 20.4 kJ/mol for imidazolebenzene and pyrrolebenzene, respectively, with an estimated
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uncertainty of at most a few tenths of a kJ/mol (sometimes denoted as “subchemical accuracy”).
Concerning equilibrium structures, the intermolecular distances R of the two complexes were op-
timized at the level given in Eq. (1). Computations of a scan in terms of one single intermolecular
coordinate are possible today without too much computational effort, even including counterpoise
corrections,116,117 but it is less straightforward to compute a counterpoise-corrected intermolecular
PES at this high level of theory. Furthermore, large parts of the low-lying PES of a given dimer are
required to relate the computed De value to the experimentally determined dissociation energy D0.
4.3 Multilevel Schemes
In attempts to alleviate the restrictions due to the very high computational costs of CCSD(T) com-
putations on large systems, it has become common practice for computational studies of weak
intermolecular interactions to approach the ab initio limit of a complete basis set (CBS) using a
multilevel scheme. For example, the CBS limit of the CCSD(T) level may be approached by adding
a second-order correction for the basis-set incompleteness error,
ECCSD(T)/CBS  ECCSD(T)/small basis+DEMP2/CBS; (3)
DEMP2/CBS = EMP2/CBS EMP2/small basis: (4)
Note that, fully equivalently, Eq. (3) can also be written as
ECCSD(T)/CBS  EMP2/CBS+DECCSD(T)/small basis; (5)
DECCSD(T)/small basis = ECCSD(T)/small basis EMP2/small basis: (6)
Ref. 118 provides an example of an application of the multilevel scheme, in which the MP2 CBS
limit (obtained from explicitly-correlated R12 theory), the CCSD correlation energy, and the (T)
triples correction were computed in different basis sets. Recently, Pitonˇák and co-workers119
have proposed a variant of Eqs. (4) and (5), denoted MP2.5, in which third-order Møller–Plesset
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perturbation theory is applied in place of CCSD(T) theory, and in which the higher-order DE
contribution is scaled with a factor 1/2,
EMP2.5/CBS  EMP2/CBS+ 12(EMP3/small basis EMP2/small basis): (7)
This MP2.5 approach has proven to be quite successful, taking advantage of the error cancelation
between the MP2 (overestimation) and MP3 (underestimation) binding energies of dispersion-
dominated weakly interacting systems. Alternatively, the overestimation of MP2 theory and thus
of the MP2/CBS limit can be corrected by means of an interference correction, which consists of
applying individual scaling factors 0  ci j  1 to the pair energies e(i j) of the localized, occupied
orbitals i and j,
ECCSD(T)/CBS  ECCSD(T)/small basis+DEMP2+INT/CBS; (8)
DEMP2+INT/CBS = 12åi j ci j
h
e(i j)MP2-CBS  e(i j)MP2/small basis
i
: (9)
Recently,120 this interference-corrected perturbation theory has been assessed with respect to the
S22B database.121,122 It was also applied recently in Ref. 110 and in computations on noncovalent
interactions of carbon dioxide with functional groups of metal-organic frameworks.123 Promising
results were obtained, but a disadvantage of the interference-corrected approach is that it is not
invariant with respect to rotations among the occupied orbitals (i.e., localized Hartree–Fock orbitals
were used for that reason).
4.4 MP2 Complete Basis-set Limit
Often, the CBS limit at the MP2 level is obtained from MP2 computations in large (augmented)
correlation-consistent basis sets followed by extrapolations to the basis set limit. In this respect,
the most accurate procedure is to extrapolate individually the Hartree–Fock total energy on the one
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hand and the MP2 correlation energy on the other, as recommended in Refs. 124 and 125,
EHF/X  EHF/CBS+Aexp( aX); (10)
EcorrMP2/X  EcorrMP2/CBS+BX 3: (11)
Here, X is the cardinal number of the (augmented) correlation-consistent basis set. Alternatively,
the MP2/CBS limit may be approached by applying the explicitly-correlated MP2 method in a
(large) aug-cc-pVXZ basis,
EMP2/CBS  EHF/X+EcorrMP2-F12/X+ECABS singles: (12)
Here, EcorrMP2-F12/X approximates the CBS limit of theMP2 correlation energy while the term ECABS singles
corrects for the basis set incompleteness error in the Hartree–Fock total energy. This correction is
computed from single excitations into the complementary auxiliary basis set (CABS) that is used
in the explicitly-correlated methods for the resolution-of-the-identity approximation in the evalu-
ation of many-electron integrals. An example of the use of Eq. (12) is provided by the seminal
work of Sinnokrot et al.126 on the benzene dimer (in which, however, the energy contribution
ECABS singles was not needed and hence not computed, because a very large, optimized basis set
of Hartree–Fock-limit quality was used for the MP2-F12 calculations). Furthermore, when using
different basis sets for the MP2-F12 calculations, a Schwenke-type extrapolation can be applied to
the F12 values obtained in a series of basis sets.127
By means of using Eq. (3), large weakly interacting complexes can be treated. In Ref. 128, for ex-
ample, an octadecane dimer, a stacked guanine trimer, a stacked circumcoroneneadenine dimer, a
stacked circumcoroneneGC dimer (GC = hydrogen-bonded guaninecytosine Watson–Crick pair),
a parallel-displaced stacked coronene dimer, two GC pairs arranged as in DNA, and a trimer of
phenylalanine were studied at this level.
Besides extensively long computation times and large storage requirements, an additional problem
occurs when trying to approach the MP2 CBS limit using aug-cc-pVXZ basis sets: numerical in-
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stabilities occur caused by (almost) linear dependent basis functions. In Ref. 128, this problem was
avoided by using plain cc-pVXZ basis set for the extrapolation in conjunction with an empirical
scaling factor to account for the difference between the aug-cc-pVXZ and cc-pVXZ sets. Also the
“seasonal plantings” of diffuse functions as proposed by Papajak and co-workers129 may help to
circumvent the numerical instabilities.
4.5 Spin-component-scaled Methods
Grimme’s spin-component-scaled electron-correlation methods,130 for example SCS-MP2, are
widely used in computational studies of dispersion-dominated weakly interacting complexes. These
are based on the insight that low-order wave function expansions treat the correlation effects of
electron pairs with opposite spin (OS) and same spin (SS) differently. In these methods, the pair
energies of orbital pairs with OS and SS are scaled with individual factors cOS and cSS, respectively,
EcorrSCS = cOSE
corr
OS + cSSE
corr
SS ; (13)
EcorrOS = åi j¯ e
(i j¯); EcorrSS =
1
2åi j e
(i j)+ 12åi¯ j¯ e
(i¯ j¯): (14)
Here, i refers to an a spin orbital, and i¯ to a b spin orbital. Table 1 of Ref. 130 shows a dozen dif-
ferent spin-component-scaled electron-correlation methods, for example the scaled-opposite-spin
method (SOS-MP2) and methods optimized for noncovalent interactions (SCS-MI-MP2, SCSN-
MP2, SCS-MP2-vdW). It is straightforward to optimize the coefficients cOS and cSS for a particular
system under study.
The authors of the present review article have used the spin-component-scaled methods (mostly
the original SCS-MP2 method for ground states and the SCS-CC2 method for excited states)
extensively in the past, in particular for geometry optimizations.110,118,131,132 In Ref. 133, the
importance of the spin-component-scaled second-order perturbation theory was emphasized for p-
stacked aromatic systems while the MP2 method itself was providing excellent results for strong
hydrogen bonds. An important advantage of the spin-component-scaled electron-correlation meth-
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ods is that these methods can easily and successfully be used for the treatment of low-lying valence
excited states of large, weakly interacting chromophores.134 Examples are methods such as SCS-
CC2, SCS-ADC(2), or SCS-CIS(D).135–138
4.6 Symmetry-adapted Perturbation Theory (SAPT)
The starting point for SAPT is the (antisymmetrized) product of the wave functions (or Kohn–Sham
determinants)139–141 of the weakly interacting monomers of the complex of interest. Then, the
parts of the Hamiltonian that describe the interaction are treated as perturbation. There are various
variants of SAPT that provide both the theoretical framework for analyzing intermolecular interac-
tions and a practical tool for calculating these.142–145 For example, Sherrill has recently shown that
the energy-component analysis via SAPT is very useful in understanding noncovalent p-stacking
interactions and their substituent and heteroatom effects.146 Ahnen and co-workers110 have re-
cently applied the DFT-SAPT147 approach as implemented by Heßelmann and co-workers,148,149
using the PBE0 hybrid functional150 including an asymptotic correction (PBE0AC)151 to the ImBz
and PyBz complexes. See Table 4.
Also SAPT computations suffer from the very slow basis-set convergence that occurs when ex-
panding dynamic-correlation functions in an orbital-product basis. One possible remedy would
be to employ explicitly-correlated F12-type functions for the corresponding energy contributions,
but in Ref. 110 we have simply scaled the relevant dispersion energies, E(2)disp and E
(2)
exch-disp, by the
ratio of the corresponding CCSD(F12)+(T*) and CCSD(T) electron-correlation contributions (in
the same basis) to the interaction energy. Alternatively, a two-point X 3 extrapolation has been
applied to the aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ energies. For ImBz and PyBz, the scaled PBE0AC-
SAPT/aug-cc-pVTZ interaction energies were only 0:2 0:3 kJ/mol larger in magnitude than the
best estimates.
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4.7 Dispersion-corrected Density-functional Theory
A recent account of dispersion-corrected density-functional theory 152 for aromatic interactions
in complex systems is provided by Ref. 153. The most recent version of Grimme’s dispersion
correction is denoted “D3”, which is used in conjunction with Becke-Johnson damping: D3(BJ).
As an example, Table 5 shows results for the ImBz and PyBz complexes, based on GGA, hybrid,
and double-hybrid functionals (GGA = generalized gradient approximation). Concerning the latter,
Table 5 also shows results obtained by replacing the MP2-type correlation contribution to the
double-hybrid functional by the corresponding MP2-F12 one, denoted as B2PLYP-F12, with and
without frozen-core (1s) orbitals.110 Using a frozen core is unconventional but yields excellent
results and a much reduced basis-set superposition errors (BSSE).
The performance of the DFT-D3(BJ) approach is impressive. The TPSSh-D3(BJ) counterpoise-
corrected interaction energies of ImBz and PyBz, for example, agree with the best estimates to
within 0.2 kJ/mol.110 Table 5 also reveals that the BSSE is quite large in the aug-cc-pVTZ basis at
the double-hybrid level, due to the MP2-type correlation contribution. This large BSSE is signifi-
cantly reduced by computing an MP2-F12-type correlation contribution, but overall, the choice of
exchange–correlation functional in DFT-D3 appears to be of little relevance for noncovalent inter-
actions when the functional is properly dispersion corrected. Therefore, in view of computational
efficiency, it seems most promising to use GGA functionals.
To conclude this subsection, we note that similarly accurate results can be obtained using the
density-dependent interatomic vdW potential of Tkatchenko and Scheffler154,155 or the dispersion
correction of Becke and Johnson based on the position-dependent dipole moment of the exchange
hole.156–158
4.8 Random-phase Approximation (RPA)
This approximation offers a computationally efficient route to the parameter-free computation of
dispersion-dominated intermolecular interactions in the framework of DFT. For example, Toulouse
and co-workers have developed a range-separated DFT with RPA especially for applications to
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noncovalent intermolecular interactions.159,160 For an excellent recent review on the subject, see
Ref. 161. However, as it is the case for DFT-based SAPT (vide supra), expanding short-range
dynamic-correlation functions in an orbital-product basis leads to slow basis-set convergence.162
Moreover, methods that go beyond the “direct” random-phase approximation (i.e., methods that go
beyond using the Hartree kernel only) exhibit an unphysical short-range behavior of the correlated
pair function in large basis sets.163 Recent developments include a self-consistent treatment of elec-
tron correlation in “direct” RPA (dRPA),164 the analytical calculation of nuclear gradients,165 the
implementation of quasi-relativistic two-component (spin-orbit including) RPA methods,166,167
and a linear-scaling implementation.168
Addressing the basis-set problems, an explicitly-correlated F12-type correction to the dRPA corre-
lation energy has recently been implemented.169 The corresponding method is denoted dRPA(func-
tional)+F12, where “functional” is the exchange–correlation functional used in the underlying
Kohn–Sham calculation. Also a dRPA(functional)(F12) method has been implemented, which
is an explicitly-correlated direct ring-coupled-cluster-doubles method, drCCD(F12), with Kohn–
Sham orbitals.170 Table 6 shows corresponding dRPA(PBE)+F12 and -(F12) results for ImBz and
PyBz.
We expect that F12 corrections will also dramatically improve the basis-set convergence of the
correlation energy in the random-phase approximation when exchange terms are taken into ac-
count, as for example in calculations with the approximate exchange kernel (AXK)171 or in the
second-order screened exchange (SOSEX) approximation.172,173
We conclude this subsection by pointing out that the range-separated RPA method of Toulouse and
co-workers159,160 does not suffer from a slow basis set convergence, because in this method only
a long-range RPA correlation energy is computed.174
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4.9 Quantum Monte Carlo and Semiempirical Methods
Finally, also semiempirical methods may be applied to dispersion-dominated weakly interact-
ing complexes when empirical corrections for dispersion (and possibly also hydrogen bonding)
are added. Examples are the methods PM6, AM1 and OM3175 as well as the SCC-DFTB-D
method.175–177 These methods were shown to reach the quality of current DFT-D approaches for
noncovalent interactions.175
Furthermore, it has recently been shown that the fixed-nodes diffusion Monte Carlo (FN-DMC) ap-
proach may be seen as an interesting alternative to the “gold standard” CCSD(T)/CBSmethod.178–180
4.10 Excited States (S1) of Weakly Interacting Complexes
While there are numerous methods available for the computation of the binding energy of a weakly
interacting complex in its ground state (S0), this is no longer true for weakly interacting complexes
in their first singlet excited state (S1). Appropriate methods are the (SCS-)CC2 linear-response
coupled-cluster method or multireference approaches such as the CASSCF/CASPT2 approach
(complete-active-space self-consistent field plus second-order perturbation theory). Recent ex-
amples are found in Refs. 181 and 182 respectively. Also time-dependent density-functional the-
ory (TD-DFT) may be applicable when using appropriate functionals, as shown for example by
Huenerbein and Grimme for organic excimers of pyrene and benzene and an exciplex of styrene
with trimethylamine.183
In our own work, we have used the linear-response SCS-CC2 method as implemented in the pro-
gram system TURBOMOLE.184,185 Due to its efficient implementation using the resolution-of-
the-identity approximation, it is today possible to compute the harmonic vibrational frequencies
of a trimer consisting of imidazole and two benzene molecules at the SCS-CC2/def2-QZVPP186
level, see Figure 10.
After optimizing the geometry of the (benzene)2imidazole trimer in its ground state at the SCS-
MP2/def2-QZVPP level and its first singlet excited state at the SCS-CC2/def2-QZVPP level, the
0-0 transition is found at 4.72 eV when including the (harmonic) zero-point vibrational energy
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(ZPVE). It is assigned to the 11B2u  11A1g 0-0 transition of benzene.187 The energy difference
at the individual equilibrium structures (Te value) amounts to 4.91 eV. In the present review article,
however, we are not concerned with the computations of binding energies of weakly interacting
complexes in excited states.
4.11 Zero-point Vibrational Energy
Possible methods to compute the anharmonic zero-point vibrational energy (ZPVE) of weakly
interacting complexes include quantum diffusion Monte Carlo (as recently applied to the H2Li+-
benzene system)188 or methods that diagonalize the nuclear Hamiltonian in a discrete-variable-
representation (DVR) basis, as pioneered by Bacˇic´ and co-workers in the 1990s (using summed
empirical atom–atom Lennard-Jones potentials)189–193 and as for example recently done for PESs
of aromatics with rare gases R in ground and excited states.194–196
Such methods need a full-dimensional intermolecular PES, which for example can be computed
using the modified Shepard interpolation of Bettens and co-workers.197 Note, however, that these
PESs represent the calculated fixed-fragments interaction energy DE(Rmin,inter), which neglects the
geometrical relaxation of M and S. Thus the intermolecular electronic binding energy De is not the
minimum of this PES, but needs to be calculated separately. For type-II and type-III complexes
with an aromatic M and a rare gas R, the (reduced) masses are relatively large, and the total ZPVE
of the three intermolecular vibrations is in the range of 30 50 cm 1. We estimate the error of the
harmonic treatment to be 5 10 cm 1; this is small relative to current error in calculatedDe. Hobza
and coworkers have recently shown that DZPVE corrections terms for dispersion-bound complexes
are small, both harmonic and anharmonic D0 values being in good agreement with experimental
results.10
Alternatively, vibrational second-order perturbation theory (VPT2) may be applied, as for exam-
ple done for the (hydrogen-bonded) formic acid dimer in Ref. 198 using anharmonicity constants
computed at the DFT level. Vibrational configuration interaction (VCI) can also be applied to
molecular complexes, as demonstrated recently by Panek and Jacob for the intramolecular vibra-
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tions of the water tetramer using localized modes.199 It can of course be used in conjunction with
the explicitly-correlated coupled-cluster approach.200
5 Examples of Binding and Dissociation Energies of Disper-
sively Bound Complexes
5.1 Type I Complexes: Two Systems with Localized HOMOs.
5.1.1 Ar2, Kr2, Xe2, (N2)2 and (CO)2
Due to their simplicity and significance for understanding non-covalent interactions, noble-gas
homo- and heterodimers and the related dimers (N2)2 and (CO)2 are paradigmatic examples of
type I complexes. The ionization properties and ion ground-state D0 values of Ar2, (N2)2 and
(CO)2 have been reviewed by Weitzel and Mähnert.201
The ground-state 1S+g potential curve of Ar2 has been extracted from the VUV absorption spec-
trum,202 yielding De = 1.18 kJ/mol, D0 = 1.03 kJ/mol and a minimum-energy distance Re(1S+g )=
3:761 Å.203 Measuring the Ar+2
2S+u ground state and the AIE of Ar2 has proven challenging: Due
to charge-resonance stabilization in the 2S+u state, the equilibrium distance shortens to Re(2S+u )
= 2.32 Å,204 and the Franck-Condon overlap between the 1S+g and 2S+u state v = 0 wave func-
tions is essentially zero, see Figure 3. Despite this, two research groups have been able to probe
Ar+2 ground state vibrational levels from v
+ = 3 52 using pulsed-field ionization zero electronic
kinetic energy (PFI-ZEKE) spectroscopy.204–206 The Franck-Condon factors to vibrations with
v+ < 25 are negligible,204 and the appearance of these bands has been explained by “channel in-
teractions” with high-lying Rydberg series of Ar2 that converge to electronically excited states
of Ar+2 . Although the detailed mechanism is not clear, the presence of these low-v bands in the
PFI-ZEKE spectrum allows to fit the potential energy curve, yielding AIEs of 14.455 eV205 or
14.457 eV206 (the differences stem from the different fitting approaches).206 The resulting disso-
ciation energy of Ar+2 is D0= 127 kJ/mol, which is >100x larger than that of the Ar2
1S+g ground
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state. As expected from the poor Franck-Condon factors around the spectroscopic origin, ioniza-
tion energies determined just by the appearance of photoions or photoelectrons tend to overestimate
the AIE.
Similar observations have been made for Kr2 and Xe2:207,208 While the ionizative Franck-Condon
factors are expected to give spectroscopic access only to vibrational states v+  30 60, channel
interactions with high Rydberg states allowed to identify lower vibrational levels when using the
PFI-ZEKE technique. In these cases, even the ion ground state v+ = 0 level was identified, allow-
ing a very accurate description of the cation potential curve. Results of comparable quality have
also been obtained for the KrXe and ArXe noble-gas heterodimers.209,210 This renders PFI-ZEKE
a valuable tool for the determination of the AIEs of type I complexes, utilizing thermochemical
cycles for the neutral ground state dissociation energies.
5.1.2 (H2O)2, (D2O)2, H2OHCl and (NH3)2
While the water dimer is H-bonded and is outside the topic of this review, it represents a further
type I complex. Furthermore, Reisler and co-workers have recently performed elegant velocity
map imaging (VMI) measurements of the dissociation energies of (H2O)2 and (D2O)2 that beauti-
fully illustrate the power of the VMI technique.211,212
The water dimers are dissociated by pumping the O-H stretch vibration in the ground state using
an IR laser pulse, followed by IVR and vibrational predissociation. The two H2O fragments are
then ionized using a 2+1 REMPI scheme (resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization) and their
velocity distribution is measured by VMI. Since the rotational levels of H2O are well-separated,
and because the excess energy of the IR photon above D0 suffices only to populate v = 1 of the
bending vibration of one of the H2O fragments, the rotational and vibrational energies of the ion-
ized fragments are determined state-specifically and their respective translational energy distribu-
tion yields detailed information on the dissociation process. Apart from D0, the other unknown
parameters are the rotational and vibrational energy of the co-fragments. However, these define
the shape of the velocity distributions, and could be established by fitting the velocity distribu-
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tion curves obtained by monitoring the velocity distribution of the H2O fragments in four differ-
ent rovibrational states.211 The dissociation energies of D0 = 13:2 0:11 kJ/mol for (H2O)2 and
D0 = 14:90:12 kJ/mol for (D2O)2 are in excellent agreement with theory.213,214 Remarkably,
the calculated binding energy De amounts to 20:8 21:0 kJ/mol,215 being ca. 60% larger than D0!
The water dimer is an impressive example of the importance of ZPVE when comparing theory to
experiment. Note also that the dissociation energy changes by  13% upon deuteration.
In contrast to other examples of VMI discussed in Section 3.4, the ground state D0 is here de-
termined directly from the dissociation kinematics plus detailed spectroscopic knowledge of the
monomer and dimer rotational and vibrational energies, without employing thermochemical cy-
cles. The technique has therefore only been applied to small hydride dimers and complexes with
well-separated rotational vibrational states. Other complexes studied by VMI so far are H2OHCl
(D0 = 15.950:12 kJ/mol)216 and (NH3)2 (D0 = 7.89 kJ/mol).217
An analogous approach has been applied earlier by the group of Roger Miller, who determined
the dissociation energies of a large number of small complexes using photofragment angular dis-
tribution (PHOFAD) or position-sensitive translational spectroscopy (POSTS) methods.218 In this
approach, the kinetic energy distribution of the photofragment moieties was probed by recording
their deflection angle from the molecular beam axis using a movable liquid He-cooled bolometer.
The results of these studies are compiled in Table 1. Due to the quality of the data, it is recom-
mended that this approach should be exploited whenever it is feasible.
5.2 Type II Complexes: A System with Delocalized HOMO and a System
with a Localized HOMO
5.2.1 BenzeneArgon
Measurements of the ground-state dissociation energy of benzeneargon (BzAr) have been per-
formed by Neusser and co-workers using ion breakdown measurements (D0 = 1:60:5 kJ/mol)32
and later by pulsed field mass analyzed threshold ionization (PFI-MATI) spectroscopy (D0 < 4:1
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kJ/mol)27,219. More recently, Lawrance and co-workers34 have provided a more accurate D0 =
3:77 0:08 kJ/mol using velocity map imaging (VMI). While the lower limit of the PFI-MATI
measurement agrees with the VMI value, the breakdown measurement32 yields a much smaller
dissociation energy (cf. Table 2).
In the VMI experiment, the dissociation energy has been determined from the cycle D0(BzAr)
= D+0 (Bz
+Ar) + AIE(Bz). The AIEs of BzAr and Bz were previously determined using PFI-
ZEKE spectroscopy.220 The cation dissociation energy D+0 was determined by ionizing BzAr
into a vibrational state above the D+0 (Bz
+Ar) dissociation limit. Thereby, the excess energy was
chosen as small as possible to prevent the formation of vibrationally excited fragments. As an
intermediate state for the two-photon ionization, the 61 level of the S1 state, 521 cm 1 above the
electronic origin was chosen. VMI was then used to measure the translational energy distribution
of the Bz+ fragments. Subtracting the AIE(BzAr) and the highest observed kinetic energy of the
fragment from the excitation energy yielded D+0 = 5:810:05 kJ/mol. This approach assumes that
the Bz+ is formed in the N+ = 0 rotational level during VP. Thus, the D+0 value evaluated by VMI
is an upper limit.
The intermolecular potential of BzAr has been constructed based on CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ cal-
culations, resulting in a fixed-fragments interaction energy DE(Rmin,inter) = 4:66 kJ/mol.221 This
value agrees with the value of  4:65 kJ/mol reported in Ref. 222, which was obtained by combin-
ing the finite-basis MP2 and CCSD(T) values of  5:54 and  3:57 kJ/mol, respectively, with the
infinite-basis MP2 limit of  6:62 kJ/mol. Assuming a negligible deformation of benzene by the
interaction with the Ar atom, this value may be identified also as the binding energyDe. Zero-point
correction of the De using the three intermolecular frequencies calculated from the intermolecular
potential of Ref. 221 leads to D0 = 3:83 kJ/mol, which is in excellent agreement with the results
of Lawrance and co-workers.34
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5.2.2 Complexes with Carbazole
Ground-state dissociation energiesD0 of complexes of carbazole with noble gas atoms (Ne, Ar, Kr,
Xe) and small molecules (CO, N2, CH4) have been measured by the stimulated-emission pump-
ing/resonant two-photon ionization (SEP-R2PI) method.38,39,43 To illustrate a comparison of ex-
periment with calculation, we have optimized the equilibrium structures of these complexes (and
of course also those of the carbazole molecule, CO, N2, and CH4) at the SCS-CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ
level, see Section 4.5. Figure 11 shows the optimized equilibrium structures of carbazoleCO and
carbazoleCH4.
At these equilibrium structures, we have performed single-point energy calculations at the (SCS-
)MP2-F12/cc-pVTZ-F12223–225 level using the TURBOMOLE program184,185,226 and at the DFT-
SAPT/aug-cc-pVTZ level with the MOLPRO program.227,228 Concerning DFT-SAPT, we have
added a DF12 correction that has been obtained by performing an MP2-F12 calculation in which
only those second-order pair energies are taken into account where the two occupied orbitals are
localized on different fragments (using MOLPRO’s Kohn–Sham orbitals and orbital energies). We
refer to this level as SAPT-F12(MP2). The PBE0AC functional has been applied using exper-
imental values for the ionization energies.151 ZPVEs have been computed in the harmonic ap-
proximation at the PBE-D3/def2-TZVP level.229,230 The computed dissociation energies D0 are
summarized in Figure 12. Clearly, dissociation energies are strongly overestimated at the MP2-
F12 level while the spin-component-scaled SCS-MP2-F12 energies are much improved for these
dispersion-dominated weakly interacting vdW complexes.
Table 7 compares the MP2-F12, SCS-MP2-F12, and SAPT-F12(MP2) results with the experi-
mental D0 values. The agreement of the SAPT-F12(MP2) results with the experimental values is
quite satisfactory, the largest deviation being  1 kJ/mol for carbazoleCO. Note, however, that the
experimental uncertainty for this complex is 0:38 kJ/mol. The individual contributions to the
SAPT-F12(MP2) binding energies are shown in Table 8.
As in Ref. 38, we plot the SAPT-F12(MP2) dispersion energy E(2)disp and the computed binding
energy De of the complexes of carbazole with the noble gases X against the static polarizability aX
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of these atoms in Figure 13. Clearly these energies depend linearly on the atomic polarizabilities, in
accord with London’s formula. The polarizabilities aX were multiplied with the ionization energy
factor IXICarb(IX+ ICarb) 1 with ICarb = 7.57 eV and IX = 21.55, 15.75, 14.00, and 12.13 eV for
Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe, and the polarizabilities were divided by the sixth power of the interfragment
distances R = 3.11, 3.32, 3.40, and 3.43 Å that were obtained at the SCS-CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ level.
Note that the electronic binding energy De is plotted.
Further examples of experimentally determined and computed dissociation energies of type II com-
plexes with small molecules are compiled in Table 9.
5.3 Type III Complexes: Two Systems with Delocalized HOMOs
We denote dispersively bound self-dimers M2 of aromatic molecules as type III complexes (cf.
Table 10). Several problems arise when trying to determine their dissociation energies, which are
exemplified using the benzene dimer, Bz2.
5.3.1 Benzene Dimer
Multiple ground-state structures: Due to the weakness and weak directionality of dispersive inter-
molecular interactions, the PESs of type III complexes are relatively shallow and exhibit multiple
minima, rendering notions such as that of ”structure” problematic. For decades Bz2 was predicted
to have a ”stacked” or ”slipped-stacked” minimum-energy structure with parallel benzene planes.
However, already in 1975, molecular-beam electric-deflection measurements showed that isolated
and supersonically cooled Bz2 is polar, and a T-shaped structure was suggested.231 In 1993, a T-
shaped structure with a distance of 5.5 Å between the centers-of-mass of the "T-stem" and "T-cap"
Bz moieties was inferred from the microwave rotational spectrum of Bz2.232 In 2006, Podeszwa et
al.233 calculated a 6-dimensional intermolecular PES for Bz2 using DFT-based symmetry-adapted
perturbation theory (SAPT) and predicted the tilted T-shaped geometry M2 shown in Figure 14
as the global minimum. The M2 minimum (with De = 11:6 kJ/mol) was calculated to be slightly
below the slipped-stacked local minimum denotedM1 (De = 11:5 kJ/mol) and much lower than a
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previously unknown twisted edge-to-edge local minimum denotedM3 (De = 7:6 kJ/mol).
Large-amplitude motions, structural interconversions and internal tunneling processes: The symmetric-
top character of the microwave spectrum232 is surprising because any rigid Bz2 structure is an
asymmetric top. Indeed, the microwave spectrum exhibits multiple splittings that reflect rapid
structural interconversion processes,234–236 which occur in the vibrational ground state and in-
terchange the Bz monomers between 48 degenerate (but structurally distinct) forms of M2.234
Based on an improved third-order DFT-SAPT PES and supplementary CCSD(T) calculations, van
der Avoird and co-workers identified three distinct tunneling paths that interconvert energetically
degenerate forms of M2 (hindered cap C6 internal rotation, tilt tunneling of the stem Bz, cap
turnover).234,235 Furthermore, The Bz2 DFT-SAPT PES of Podeszwa et al.233 revealed four low-
lying index-1 saddle points, denoted S1 to S4, that lie merely 0.1–0.5 kJ/mol above the minima,
indicating that structural interconversions betweenM1 andM2 are also facile.
Large intermolecular vibrational zero-point energies: Based on the calculation of the
vibration-rotation-tunneling levels of Bz2,234,235 the vibrational zero-point energy of the six in-
termolecular vibrations is predicted to be ZPVE = 1.26 kJ/mol. This amounts to nearly 11%
of the calculated well depth of the T-shaped M2 minimum fixed-fragment interaction energy of
DE(Rmin,inter)= 11:6 kJ/mol.234,235 As shown in Figure 15, the ZPVE places the lowest v = 0 in-
termolecular vibrational level of Bz2 well above the S1 to S4 saddle points of the intermolecular
PES.
Large differences between the PESs of the neutral and ion ground states: As shown schematically
in Figure 15 for Bz2, the neutral ground-state PES of M2 and the ion ground PES of M+2 can
differ dramatically. The ground-state minimum-energy structure of Bz2 is T-shaped while the Bz+2
minimum-energy structure is slipped-stacked (M1).
Experimental dissociation energy of Bz2: The dissociation energy of Bz2 has been measured by Hui
and co-workers237 who reported D0 = 10:0 1:7 kJ/mol and by Neusser and co-workers,25,238
who reported a distinctly smaller value, D0 = 6:75 1 kJ/mol. Two different thermochemical
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cycles where applied: Hui exploited the relationship given in Eq. (15), cf. Figure 5.
D0 = D+0 +AIE(Bz2) AIE(Bz) (15)
Using one-photon VUV photoionization, Hui and co-workers measured AIE(Bz2)= 8:6900:023
eV.237 To obtain the dissociation energy of the cation, D+0 , they extrapolated the value D
+
0 =
71:16:3 kJ/mol obtained by Field et al.13 from equilibrium measurements at 300 K down to 0 K
using “reasonable estimates for the vibrational modes involved”,237 resulting in D+0 = 69:87:0
kJ/mol. This uncertainty results in a very broad range for D0 between 9.3 and 23.3 kJ/mol. Upon
including the results of IR spectra of Nishima and Hanazaki239 who reported an upper limit for
D0(Bz2) as 11.87 kcal/mol, Hui and co-workers arrived at a final result of D0 = 10:01:7 kJ/mol.
In contrast, Neusser and co-workers based their D0 determination on the measurement of the ap-
pearance energy (AE) of the Bz+ daughter ion from the ion breakdown of (Bz2)+, using the ther-
mochemical cycleD0=AE(Bz+) AIE(Bz) (see also Figure 5). From their measured AE(Bz+) = 9.31 eV
and AIE(Bz)= 9:243780:00007 eV as above,240,241 they obtained a Bz2 dissociation energy of
D0 = 6:75 1 kJ/mol. When compared to the calculated D0 = 10:34 kJ/mol of Avoird and co-
workers,234,235 this amounts to a difference of about 4 kJ/mol or 50%.
Repeated measurements of VUV one-photon or resonant two-color two-photon ionization (2C-
R2PI) photoionization efficiency (PIE) curves of Bz2 by the groups of Schlag and Baumgärtel
resulted in values for AIE(Bz2) ranging from 8.865 eV242 to 8.65 eV,242–244 the latter value being
slightly below the Hui and co-workers value of 8.690 eV.237 However, when inserting the calcu-
lated D+0 = 86:6 kJ/mol of Krylov
245 and the calculated ZPVE-corrected fixed-fragment interac-
tion energy 10:34 kJ/mol of Avoird et al.234,235 into Eq. (15), one arrives at AIE(Bz2)= 8:453 eV,
which is 0.2 eV below the lowest experimental value. The reason for this are the large changes
between the Bz2 and (Bz2)+ minimum geometries, which lead to minute Franck-Condon overlaps
in ionization, rendering both one-photon and two-photon ionization measurements of the AIE of
Bz2 nearly impossible. The large errors of the AIE values has a devastating effect on all subsequent
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thermochemical cycles.
Therefore, experimental techniques that rely on measurements involving the neutral ground state
are recommended. One approach has been presented by Gentry and co-workers who measured the
photodissociation dynamics of Bz2 upon excitation of the n18 level at 1038 cm 1 (12.4 kJ/mol),
obtaining dissociation times of 2.5 ps.246 Felker and co-workers used stimulated vibrational Raman
scattering (SRS) to populate the n1 fundamental of the Bz2 complex at 992 cm 1 (11.87 kJ/mol).247
The Raman-excited complex was subsequently detected by one-color R2PI. Employing a time de-
lay of Dt  50 ns between the SRS pulses and the excitation/ionization laser pulse, no decrease
of the vibrationally excited population was observed. This led Felker and co-workers to the con-
clusion that either VP occurs on 50 ns time scale or that D0 > 11:87 kJ/mol. This yields limits
between 11:87 < D0 < 12:4 kJ/mol, which is in acceptable agreement with the calculated ZPVE-
corrected fixed-fragment interaction energy of  10:4 kJ/mol.234,235 This value is based on the
calculated DE(Rmin,inter) of the 6-dimensional rigid-monomer PES and the anharmonic ZPVE of
the six intermolecular vibrations, given as 105 cm 1 = 1:26 kJ/mol in ref. 234. However, Bz2
has 66 vibrations, of which the 60 intramolecular vibrations are neglected in the rigid-monomer
treatment. The effect of dimer formation on these is not known; it could increase or decrease the
DZPVE.
5.3.2 Toluene Dimer
Despite their similar chemical structure, the conformational space of (toluene)2 and Bz2 differ
markedly, since T-shaped structures of the toluene dimer are either calculated to be substantially
less favorable248,249 than p-stacked conformers, or could not even be identified as minima.250 This
change of conformational preferences has been ascribed to (1) the compensation of the repulsive
quadrupole-quadrupole interactions (which disfavor stacked conformations in Bz2) by an attractive
dipole-dipole interaction in stacked (toluene)2, and (2) the increase in the dispersive interaction
due to the additional methyl group.249 A decomposition of the interaction energy248 shows that
the electrostatic contribution barely changes, while there is an increase of the correlation energy
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by  40% on going from Bz2 to (toluene)2.
Three different local minima of stacked (toluene)2 have been identified with the CH3-groups of
the toluene moieties either parallel (C2h symmetry), anti-parallel (Cs) or at a  90 angle ("cross-
isomer", C2 symmetric).248,250 The interaction energies of these three isomers are calculated to
be very similar. The most stable isomer is predicted to be either the cross (DE2 =  17:1 kJ/mol,
estimated CCSD(T)/CBS)248 or the anti-parallel isomer with DE2 =  14:5 kJ/mol (CCSD(T)/6-
311++G**).250 We note a considerable difference between the interaction energies evaluated with
the two applied protocols.
The 000 band of the S0 ! S1 spectrum of (toluene)2 is only  100 cm 1 wide and consists of
sharp transitions and an underlying broad absorption.251 Hole-burning spectroscopy revealed the
presence of at least two different isomers,252 which were first assigned to a stacked and a T-shaped
structure.251 More recent calculations248,250 suggest that two (or more) p-stacked isomers coexist
in the molecular beam, but their identification is hindered by the absence of distinct spectroscopic
features. The dissociation energy has been determined via breakdown measurement (BM) as D0 =
14:51 kJ/mol.25 It remains unclear which of the isomers was been probed in that investigation.
On the other hand, the experimental uncertainty of the D0 is larger than the calculated energy
differences between the various isomers, so even if the method was able to probe the different
isomers, it could not resolve the differences of the dissociation energies.
5.3.3 IndoleBenzene
The indolebenzene dimer provides a gas-phase model for the interactions between aromatic amino
acids on protein structures, mimicking the tryptophanphenylalanine interaction. Employing MATI
threshold ionization of indolebenzene plus an appearance energy measurement of indole+, Neusser
and co-workers determined the dissociation energy of indolebenzene asD0= 21:80:18 kJ/mol33
and that of indolebenzene-d6 as 22:30:18 kJ/mol.29 These are among the most precise D0s re-
ported to date. As discussed above, the interpretation of this value also requires the identification
of the different structural isomers and of the most stable structure. In addition to the p-stacking
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and CH  p interactions in (benzene)2 and (toluene)2 , indolebenzene can also form an nonclas-
sical NH  p hydrogen-bond. The 3D PES for parallel p   p structures has been calculated with
the MP2 and SCS-MP2 methods and the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set, yielding two distinctly different
minima structures for the two methods. Both structures are found to be weaker than the NH  p
conformer at the SCS-CCSD(T)/CBS level of theory by more than 4 kJ/mol and therefore are
not expected to be observed in the supersonic jet.253 Due to the large positive electrostatic poten-
tial of the NH hydrogen, the interaction energy DE2 of the T-shaped NH  p bonded conformer
is nearly 5 kJ/mol larger in magnitude than that of the CH  p bonded conformers at the SCS-
CCSD[T]/CBS level of theory.253 The calculated interaction energy DE2 =  22:9 kJ/mol of this
conformer is slightly larger in magnitude than the measured D0. However interaction energies are
expected to be larger than the dissociation energy D0, as discussed in Section 1. On the other hand,
Braun et al. calculated a dissociation energy D0 = 22:2 kJ/mol at the MP2/CBS + DCCSD[T]/6-
31G**(0.25,0.15) + DZPVE(MP2/6-31G*) level of theory for the NH  p hydrogen-bonded T-
shaped structure.29
Based on the excellent agreement between measured and calculated dissociation energies, this
structure was assigned to be the observed complex. However, the structure was contested by Biswal
and co-workers,254 who measured the supersonic jet IR spectrum in the NH stretch region of the
indole moiety and compared it to the results of dispersion-corrected B97-D/TZVPP calculations.
They found an additional T-shaped local minimum, labeled T’, with the plane of the indole moiety
tilted 60 from that of benzene. The dissociation energies of the T- and T’-shaped isomers are
very close (20.4 and 20.3 kJ/mol, respectively, including counterpoise corrections), indicating a
very flat potential along the coordinate that interconverts the two conformers. Due to the better
agreement of the experimental NH stretch frequency (3479 cm 1) with that calculated for the T’-
shaped isomer (3487 cm 1) than with the T-shaped structure (3498 cm 1), Biswal et al. concluded
that the T’ structure is observed.254 Summarizing, one concluded that even relatively strong and
strongly directional NH  p interactions may lead to two nearly degenerate isomers. In such cases,
the comparison of calculated to the experimental dissociation energies must be made with great
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care.254
5.3.4 Complexes with Anisole
In anisole, both the methoxy group and the p-electrons plane can act as H-bond acceptor sites.
In addition to dispersive and OH  p interactions that occur in complexes with benzene, OH  O
hydrogen bonds can now also come into play. The subtle competition between the different pos-
sible interactions are the subject of recent spectroscopic studies in supersonic jets.255–259 For
anisolewater256,257 and anisolemethanol259 it has been found that complexes with an OH  O
hydrogen bond are more abundant than structures dominated by purely dispersive or OH  p in-
teractions. In contrast to these findings, the experimental rotational constants of anisoleNH3 mea-
sured with high resolution LIF spectroscopy (laser induced fluorescence) fit best for a structure in
which ammonia forms an NH  p hydrogen bond to the anisole moiety.258,260 A comparison of
the calculated binding energies of the NH  p and N-H  O complexes yields an unclear picture:
depending on the method for the dissociation energy and structure calculation, either the N-H  p
or the N-H  O complex is expected to be more strongly bound.
The D0 of anisolebenzene has been measured by dispersed fluorescence (see Section 3.1).255
The D0 of the S1 state was bracketed between 20:5 and 22:2 kJ/mol. Subtracting the redshift of
dn = 354 cm 1 (4:2 kJ/mol) leads to a ground state D0 = 16:3 18:0 kJ/mol.
(Anisole)2 is a p-stacked centrosymmetric (Ci) dimer.261 Due to symmetry restrictions, the S1(Ag)
state cannot be excited by one-photon excitation, the lowest state that can be optically excited is the
S2(Au) state. An excitonic splitting between the S1 and S2 states occurs which has been measured
to be 14 cm 1.262 The dissociation energy has been determined using VMI (velocity mapping
ion imaging) in 2013,36 however, the measured ground-state D0(S0) of 47:0 kJ/mol was in stark
contrast to the calculated DFT (M05-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ) binding energy of 17:7 kJ/mol.258 The
experimental D0 has recently been reinvestigated applying a two-color appearance-energy scheme
(2C-AE). The revised dissociation energies are 21:5 1:2 in the S0 state and 48:1 2:4 kJ/mol
in the ion ground state. The neutral ground-state D0 is now in good agreement with the DFT-D3
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zero-point-corrected CCSD(T)/CBS dissociation energy D0 = 21:10:2 kJ/mol.37
6 Summary and Outlook
Above, we have discussed experimental and theoretical methods for measuring and calculating
accurate dissociation energies D0 of dispersively bound MS complexes, where M is an aromatic
or heteroaromatic molecule and S is a solvent molecule. In Section 2, we propose a classification
of dispersively bound MS complexes according to the frontier orbitals of M and S (with M2, that
is, M = S as a special case): As type-I we denote complexes in which the HOMO and LUMO of
M and S are not p-electron orbitals, as type-II we classify complexes in which the HOMO and
LUMO of M are both p-electron orbitals, but those of S are not, and as type-III we classify MS
complexes in which the HOMO and LUMO of bothM and S are p-electron orbitals.
With regard to type-II complexes, we discussed in Sections 2 and 3 that the dissociation energy can
be determined in either the S0 ground state of MS, the S1 excited state MS or the ion ground state
M+S, giving D0(MS), D0(MS) or D0(M+S), respectively. The S1 or ion ground state dissocia-
tion energies can be converted to D0(MS) using a thermochemical cycle and further experimental
information, that is, either the S0 ! S1 000 excitation energy or the adiabatic ionization energy of
M.
We point out in Sections 2, 3 and 5 that the electronic structure of type-I and type-III complexes
gives rise to severe problems when determining the D0 values via either the S1 excited state or
the ion ground state. The reason for this is that the change in electronic structure of MS upon
electronic excitation or ionization leads to major changes of the intermolecular potential energy
surfaces of MS or M+S, relative to the ground state PES. If the minimum-energy geometries of
the S0 and S1, or S0 and ion states are sufficiently displaced, it becomes difficult or impossible to
measure the S0! S1 000 excitation energy or the adiabatic ionization energy of MS. Then, the cor-
responding thermochemical cycle cannot be employed and D0(S0) is not accessible. The intrinsic
nature of these problems have not always been realized, sometimes leading to experimental pitfalls.
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Due to the recent improvements of theoretical methods for calculating intermolecular interactions
and potential energy surfaces, the PESs of even large MS complexes can now be computationally
studied and potential problems diagnosed before the experiment.
Details of the experimental methods are discussed in Section 3: Most methods can be classified as
predissociative, i.e., MS is first cooled to its lowest S0 state vibrational level and is then excited to
a vibrational level that energetically lies above the dissociation energy D0, so that vibrational pre-
dissociation (VP) can occur. The methods are categorized according to whether the vibrationally
“hot” state that undergoes VP is (a) the S0 state, (b) the S1 excited state, or (c) the ion ground
state M+S. Predissociative methods on the ground state surface employing infrared excitation
or Raman pumping can be employed for type-I and type-III complexes. For type-II complexes,
stimulated-emission pumping, S1-state or ionizative methods can be generally employed. Prob-
lems arise when type-II complexes approach type-III, as for example for heterodimers where M
and S have similar electronic structure.
For noble-gas dimers (or heterodimers), which are type-I M2 or MX complexes, D0 can be ob-
tained from the time-honored extrapolativemethod. This involves measuring vibronic or ionizative
spectroscopic transitions associated with the (single) vibrational coordinate and extrapolating the
vibrational energies of the v0;v0+1; ::: levels to the dissociation limit. If the functional shape of the
potential-energy curve is known (often from theory), the parameters of the potential-energy curve
can be determined from the frequency spacings between a series of vibrational or vibronic bands,
if the vibrational quantum numbers v0 are correctly established. This directly gives the well depth
De(S0); via a calculation of the zero-point vibrational energy, D0 is also obtained. Unfortunately, it
is difficult to extend the spectroscopic-extrapolative method from diatomics to triatomic or larger
MS complexes, since high vibrational levels of multidimensional potential energy surfaces are
anharmonically coupled, both between the intramolecular vibrational coordinates and between the
intra- and intermolecular vibrational coordinates, and their energy differences do not follow simple
extrapolation rules. In many cases, full variational calculations of the high-lying vibrational levels
are prohibitively expensive. In such cases, predissociative methods on the ground state surface
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should be employed.
Today, quantum chemical computations of electronic binding energies De can be performed with
very high precision, rivalling or even surpassing the accuracy of experimental determinations
of dissociation energies of dispersion-dominated aromatic molecular complexes. Computations
at high levels of coupled-cluster theory may be performed with unprecedented accuracy for se-
lected points on the relevant potential energy surfaces, using extrapolation techniques or explicitly-
correlated two-electron basis functions to approach the limit of a complete one-electron basis
set. It may be particularly advantageous to combine various computational methods in a multi-
level scheme. Computationally less demanding methods such as spin-component-scaled second-
order Møller–Plesset perturbation theory, dispersion-corrected density-functional theory, density-
functional-based symmetry-adapted perturbation theory, or methods based on the random-phase
approximation offer access to the computation of intermolecular potential energy surfaces and the
computation of zero-point vibrational energies, which are required for a direct comparison between
experimentally and theoretically determined dissociation energies.
Experimental and computational techniques have both reached a level of accuracy at which they
can mutually enrich and reinforce their further methodological development.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the terminology and sign conventions used in the present review. Shown
are the interaction energy DE2 = DE(Rmin,inter+intra), the electronic binding energy De, the dissoci-
ation energy D0 and the fixed-fragments interaction energy DE(Rmin,inter). Upgoing arrows refer
to negative values, downgoing arrows refer to positive values.
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Figure 3: Neutral 1S+g and ion 2S+u ground state potentials of Ar2. The Franck-Condon window
for ionization from the 1S+g v00 = 0 vibration is indicated in grey. The energy axis of the ground
state is magnified 10x with respect to the ion state.
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Figure 4: Schematic level diagram of the SEP-R2PI experiment, as applied to a type-II MS com-
plex. The potential energy curves indicate the S0 state, S1 excited-state and ion ground-state poten-
tials plotted against the M  S distance (intermolecular stretching coordinate). The intramolecular
vibrational levels of M are indicated as horizontal bars connected to the vertically shifted Morse-
type potentials, and are shown for the S0 state only. The intermolecular stretching vibrational levels
are plotted within the Morse potentials. The global horizontal axis indicates the time between the
pump/dump steps and the two-photon ionization detection step, which is delayed by 100 ns to 15
ms.
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Figure 5: Schematic level diagram of a type II MS complex in its neutral and cationic ground
states. Also indicated are the adiabatic ionization energy (AIE) of MS and of M, as well as the
appearance energy (AE) of the M+ daughter ion. The scheme illustrates the thermochemical cycles
D0 + AIE(M) = D+0 + AIE (MS), as well as D+0 = AE(M+) – AIE (MS).
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Figure 6: (a) Determination of the excited-state dissociation energy of an MS complex by dis-
persed fluorescence. The D0 of the ground state is then calculated using thermochemical cycles,
see Figure 5.(b) A two-laser variant of the method described in ref.18, detection of the M dis-
sociation product is performed on a “hot” level that is not populated in the cold supersonic jet
environment.
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Figure 7: Determination of the ground-state dissociation energy D0 of an MS complex by dis-
persed appearance energy measurements, see section 3.2. Note that the energy of the departing
photoelectron (not shown in the Figure9 is not measured but assumed to be zero near the (MS)+
dissociation limit, which introduces considerable ambiguity in the measurement.
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Figure 8: Determination of the dissociation energy in the (a) first excited or (b) ionic ground
state using velocity map imaging (VMI). The excess energy Eexcess is assumed to correspond to
the highest measured translational energy Etrans of the detected ion fragment M+. The D0 of the
ground state is then calculated using thermochemical cycles, see Figure 5.
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Figure 9: Optimized geometries of the (a) imidazolebenzene and (b) pyrrolebenzene complexes.
R1 = 8:17 a0 (R2 = 8:21 a0) is the distance between the center-of-mass of the imidazole (pyrrole)
molecule and the center-of-mass of the benzene molecule. The arrows represent the imidazole
and pyrrole monomer dipoles (2m=e). Reprinted with permission from Ref. 110. Copyright 2014
Elsevier B.V.
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Figure 10: (Benzene)2imidazole trimer, for which harmonic vibrational frequencies have been
computed at the SCS-CC2/def2-QZVPP level in the S1 state.
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Figure 11: Optimized geometries of the (a) carbazoleCO and (b) carbazoleCH4 complexes ob-
tained at the SCS-CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ level.
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Figure 12: Comparison of experimental and calculated binding energies D0 of carbazoleX com-
plexes with X = Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, CO, N2, and CH4. The MP2-F12 value for carbazoleXe is 19.58
kJ/mol and not shown. Harmonic ZPVE from PBE-D3/def2-TZVP computations.
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Figure 13: E(2)disp (blue points and line) and computed binding energy De (red points and line) of the
carbazole complexes with X = Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe as function of the static polarizability aX.
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Figure 14: Neutral ground-state stationary points on the (benzene)2 DFT-SAPT intermolecular
PES: 233,234 (a) the tipped T-shaped global minimumM2, (b) the T-shapedC2v saddle point S3, (c)
the tilted T-shapedCs saddle point S3a, (d) the parallel-displaced (C2h) local minimumM1, (e) the
stacked-parallel (D6h) saddle point S8. Nomenclature as defined in Refs. 233 and 234.
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Figure 15: Calculated energies of (benzene)2 in the S0 state, S1 state and Bz+2 ion ground state
energies for the different T-shaped and p-stacked conformers shown in Figure 14. The energies of
the different conformers are connected to indicate qualitative features of the S0 (black), S1 (red)
and ion (blue) potential energy surfaces. The S0 state energies of theM2, S3, S3a, M1 and S8 and
De(S0) are from Ref. 234, the vertical SCS-CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ S1 energies are from Ref. 263, the
vertical and adiabatic EOM-CCSD energies are from Ref. 245.
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Table 1: Dissociation energies D0 (in kJ/mol) of neutral type I MS complexes measured by
pulsed-field ionization zero electronic kinetic energy (PFI-ZEKE) spectroscopy, photofragment
angular distributions (PHOFAD), position-sensitive translational spectroscopy (POSTS), Doppler
spectroscopy and velocity map imaging (VMI).
Complex Method Neutral D0 Calc. De Calc. D0 Refs.
(Ar)2 PFI-ZEKE 1:03 203
I2Ar T-shaped VMI 2:880:04 264
I2Ar linear VMI 2:990:03 264
(H2O)2 VMI 13:20:11 20:8 13:2 211,213
(D2O)2 VMI 14:90:12 20:8 14:90:06 212,214
H2ONH3 VMI 18:40:12 27:0 17:6 265,266
(NH3)2 VMI 7:900:24 13:8 7:91 217,267
(HCl)2 POSTS 5:250:01 268
(HCl)2 PHOFAD 5:250:1 8:30 5:09 269
H2OHCl VMI 15:960:12 23:01 16:12 216,270
(HF)2 PHOFAD 12:700:02 19:1 12:7 271,272
HFDF PHOFAD 12:940:02 19:1 12:9 273,274
DFHF PHOFAD 13:840:02 19:1 13:8 273,274
C2H2HF PHOFAD 13:00:02 275
C2H2HCl PHOFAD 9:930:07 276
C2H2HCl VMI 8:37 277
C2H2NH3 VMI 10:8 278
ortho-D2HF PHOFAD 0:610:02 279
para-D2HF PHOFAD 0:810:02 279
N2HF PHOFAD 4:760:02 9:12 4:98 280,281
CO2HF PHOFAD 8:040:5 282
HCNHF PHOFAD 23:60:12 283
NOHF Doppler 5:36 284
(NO)2 Doppler 8:490:48 285
NOCH4 VMI 1:230:02 286
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Table 2: Selected ion and neutral dissociation energies D0 (in kJ/mol) of dispersively bound type-
II MX complexes with X = Ar, Kr, measured by mass-analyzed threshold ionization (MATI), ion
breakdown measurements (BM) two-color appearance potential (2C-AP), dispersed fluorescence
(DIS) and velocity-map imaging (VMI).
Complex Method Ion D+0 Neutral D0 Calc. De Calc. D0 Refs.
BenzeneAr BM 3:70:6 1:60:5 32
BenzeneAr MATI < 6:1 < 4:1 4.62 26,221,287
BenzeneAr VMI 5:820:06 3:770:08 34
BenzeneKr MATI < 7:6 < 4:8 5.80 - - 26,287,288
s-TetrazineAr DIS 3:0 4:3 4:9 5:0 15,289
FluorobenzeneAr MATI 6:5 3:84 4:68 4:05 30,290
p-DifluorobenzeneAr VMI 6:840:07 4:030:05 4:77 4:17 16,17,34,195
p-DifluorobenzeneAr DIS 1:91 2:54 4:81 4:20 291,292
p-DifluorobenzeneKr VMI 8:610:07 4:750:08 17
PhenylacetyleneAr - 5:01 4:40 194
StyreneAr R2PI 4.70:2 293
p-XyleneAr 2C-AP 1.4 294
PhenolAr MATI 6:400:06 4:350:16 5:19 4:65 295
PhenolAr 5:02 4:44 296
p-FluorotolueneAr MATI 6:100:24 3:940:24 297
AnisoleAr MATI 6:950:06 4:610:06 5:48 4:64 298
IndoleAr MATI 6:40:1 5:40:2 33
IndoleAr DIS < 6:5 299
1-MethylindoleAr DIS 5:4 7:8 300
DibenzofuranAr MATI < 7:6 < 6:2 31
Dibenzo-p-dioxinAr MATI 8:80:1 6:30:2 31
Dibenzo-p-dioxinAr MATI 8:58 6:04 301
Dibenzo-p-dioxinKr MATI 10:98 7:66 301
o-DichlorobenzeneAr MATI 6:04 7:85 3:48 5:29 302
m-DichlorobenzeneAr MATI 4:83 7:81 2:65 5:63 302
p-DichlorobenzeneAr MATI 6:90 7:85 4:90 5:85 302
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Table 3: Dissociation energies D0 of dispersively bound type-II MX and MS complexes, mea-
sured by the stimulated-emission pumping/resonant two-photon ionization (SEP-R2PI) method,
see Figure 4.
Complex D0 (kJ/mol) Refs.
CarbazoleNe 2:5650:004 38
CarbazoleAr 6:3390:0017 38,43
CarbazoleKr 8:2300:046 38
CarbazoleXe 10:660:02 38
CarbazoleN2 7:490:08 39
CarbazoleCO 8:580:38 39
CarbazoleCH4 7:990:17 39
1-Naphtholbenzene 21:210:25 41
1-Naphtholbenzene-d6 21:250:25 41
1-Naphtholcyclohexane 28:950:13 41
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Table 4: PBE0AC-SAPT results (kJ/mol) obtained at the CCSD(F12)+(T*) optimized geometries
of the ImBz and PyBz complexes (see Ref. 110 for details). The reference values are DE2 = 22:8
(ImBz) and  20:5 kJ/mol (PyBz). Data taken from Ref. 110.
Contributiona aug-cc-pVDZ aug-cc-pVTZ aug-cc-pV(DT)Zb
A=Im, Py ImBz PyBz ImBz PyBz ImBz PyBz
E(1)pol  17:25  14:94  17:34  15:05
E(1)exch 23:22 21:69 23:14 21:63
E(2)ind (Bz!A)  2:82  2:53  2:99  2:68
E(2)ind (A!Bz)  7:59  6:17  7:71  6:34
E(2)exch-ind (A Bz) 2:49 2:18 2:66 2:33
E(2)exch-ind (Bz A) 3:74 3:22 3:81 3:33
E(2)disp  26:33  25:53  24:84  24:39  24:32  24:01
E(2)exch-disp 3:24 3:08 3:13 3:02 3:10 3:00
d (HF)  2:89  2:53  2:95  2:61
Total (DE2)  24:18  21:54  23:08  20:74
a) E(2)disp and E
(2)
exch-disp have been scaled by the ratio of the corresponding
CCSD(F12)+(T*) and CCSD(T) electron-correlation contributions to
the counterpoise-corrected interaction energy DEcp2 .
b) Two-point X 3 extrapolation from the aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ energies.
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Table 5: DFT-D3(BJ) results. Interaction energy (DE2 in kJ/mol, with and without counterpoise
correction) of the ImBz and PyBz complexes at their CCSD(F12)+(T*) optimized geometries. All
results were obtained in the aug-cc-pVTZ basis. The reference values are DE2 =  22:8 (ImBz)
and  20:5 kJ/mol (PyBz). Data taken from Ref. 110.
ImBz PyBz
Method w/o CP w/CP w/o CP w/CP
PBE  23:08  22:24  20:99  20:16
PBE0  24:35  23:51  21:91  21:08
TPSS  22:77  21:93  20:67  19:86
TPSSh  23:46  22:59  21:23  20:39
B2PLYP  27:31  22:25  25:00  19:98
B2PLYP-F12  26:18  22:52  23:84  20:22
Frozen-core-B2PLYP  24:66  22:21  22:40  19:95
Frozen-core-B2PLYP-F12  23:53  22:48  21:23  20:19
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Table 6: RPA results. Interaction energy (DE2 in kJ/mol, with and without counterpoise correction)
of the ImBz and PyBz complexes at their CCSD(F12)+(T*) optimized geometries. All results were
obtained in the aug-cc-pVTZ basis. The reference values are DE2 =  22:8 (ImBz) and  20:5
kJ/mol (PyBz). Data taken from Ref. 110.
ImBz PyBz
Method w/o CP w/CP w/o CP w/CP
dRPA(PBE)  29:43  19:34  27:20  17:09
dRPA(PBE)+F12  21:79  20:78  19:36  18:34
dRPA(PBE)(F12)  22:29  20:75  19:87  18:30
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Table 7: MP2-F12, SCS-MP2-F12, and SAPT-F12(MP2) binding energies (D0 in kJ/mol) obtained
at SCS-CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ optimized geometries of the carbazole  X complexes (X = Ne, Ar, Kr,
Xe, CO, N2, and CH4). Harmonic ZPVE from PBE-D3/def2-TZVP computations.
Method Ne Ar Kr Xe CO N2 CH4
PBE-D3/def2-TZVP 2:23 5:45 7:19 9:34 9:18 7:79 7:20
SCS-CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ 1:00 5:42 7:39 9:42 7:19 6:78 6:55
MP2-F12 3:53 10:87 13:50 19:58 12:59 13:20 12:36
SCS-MP2-F12 2:54 7:43 9:05 12:62 8:25 8:60 7:88
SAPT-F12(MP2) 1:91 6:38 8:47 11:04 7:42 6:90 7:86
Experiment38,39,43 2:57 6:34 8:23 10:66 8:58 7:49 7:99
Exptl. error bar 0:004 0:002 0:05 0:02 0:38 0:08 0:17
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Table 8: Contributions (kJ/mol) to the PBE0AC-SAPT/aug-cc-pVTZ binding energies obtained at
SCS-CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ optimized geometries of the carbazole  X complexes (X = Ne, Ar, Kr,
Xe, CO, N2, and CH4).
Contribution Ne Ar Kr Xe CO N2 CH4
E(1)pol  1:33  3:88  5:75  12:57  7:12  6:41  6:01
E(1)exch 4:32 11:08 15:19 28:70 16:65 16:49 17:58
E(2)ind  1:63  5:14  9:24  22:39  6:21  5:66  5:29
E(2)exch-ind 1:70 4:95 8:87 19:23 5:68 5:31 4:99
E(2)disp  5:46  14:66  19:25  30:74  19:03  18:84  21:93
E(2)exch-disp 0:44 1:59 2:39 4:95 2:31 2:21 2:84
d (HF)  0:25  0:63  0:80 2:31  1:23  1:34  0:99
DF12  0:17  0:32  0:43  1:26  0:40  0:38  0:29
Total (DE2)  2:39  7:01  9:02  11:76  9:35  8:62  9:10
DE1 0:00 0:03 0:05 0:14 0:16 0:11 0:12
ZPVE/PBE-D3 0:48 0:60 0:49 0:58 1:77 1:61 1:12
D0 SAPT-F12(MP2) 1:91 6:38 8:47 11:04 7:42 6:90 7:86
D0 Experiment38,39,43 2:57 6:34 8:23 10:66 8:58 7:49 7:99
Exptl. error bar 0:004 0:002 0:05 0:02 0:38 0:08 0:17
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Table 9: Selected ion and neutral dissociation energies D0 (in kJ/mol) of dispersively bound aro-
matic MS type-II complexes, measured by mass-analyzed threshold ionization (MATI), break-
down measurements (BM) two-color appearance potential (2C-AP), dispersed fluorescence (DIS)
and velocity-map imaging (VMI).
Complex Method Ion D+0 Neutral D0 Calc. De Calc. D0 Refs.
Benzene-h6CH4 MATI 7:90:2 4:50:2 5.97 4.73 20
Benzene-d6CH4 MATI 8:71:0 5:51:0 5.97 4.77 20
Benzeneethene 2C-AP 5:90:8 9.06 7.2 21
Benzeneacetylene 2C-AP 11:30:8 11.5 10.0 21
BenzeneCH2Cl2 2C-AP 7.6–8.1 15:90:8 18.7 22
BenzeneCHCl3 2C-AP 7.6–9.7 21:80:8 22.8 22
BenzeneN2 BM 3:80:3 32
Benzenecyclohexane BM 7:72 32
Benzenecyclohexane 2C-AP 11:31:3 23
p-Difluorobenzenebenzene BM 7:72 25
p-DifluorobenzeneN2 DIS < 2:55 303
Anisolebenzene DIS 16:3 18:0 255
PeryleneCO2 DIS <14.8 18
Peryleneethylene DIS 13.9 18
IndoleCH4 DIS < 9:02 299
Indolebenzene MATI 21:80:18 22.2 29,33
Indolebenzene-d6 MATI 22:30:18 29
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Table 10: Selected ion and neutral dissociation energies D0 (in kJ/mol) of dispersively bound M2
and MM’ (type-III complexes) measured by Raman mass-analyzed threshold ionization (MATI),
breakdown measurements (BM) two-color appearance potential (2C-AP), dispersed fluorescence
(DIS) and velocity-map imaging (VMI).
Complex Method Ion D+0 Neutral D0 Calc. De Calc. D0 Refs.
(Benzene)2 Raman 11:87 12:4 11:7 10:4 234,235,247
BM 63:72 6:751 25
1C-AP 64:034 10:01:7 237
(Naphthalene)2 BM 65:61 12:1 23:5 304,305
(Anisole)2 VMI 73:5 47:0 36
2C-AP 48:12:4 21:51:2 21:10:2 37
(Toluene)2 BM 14:51 14:52 25,250
Benzenetoluene BM 12:51 25
(p-Difluorobenzene)2 BM 8:72 25
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